
A LEVEL CHEMISTRY YEAR 12 Autumn 1 Autumn 2 Spring 1 

Topic 

3.1.1 Atomic Structure 
3.1.2 Amount of substance 
3.1.3 Bonding and shapes 

3.3.1 Intro to Organic Chem 
3.3.2 Alkanes 
3.1.4 Energetics 
3.1.5 Kinetics  

3.3.3 Haloalkanes 
3.3.4 Alkenes 
3.1.6 Equilibria 
3.1.7 Redox 

Learning objectives 

3.1.1: Fundamental particles; Mass number and isotopes; Electron configuration 
3.1.2: Relative atomic and molecular mass; moles calculations; ideal gas equation; 
empirical and molecular formula; calculations associated with balanced 
equations. 
3.1.3: Ionic, covalent and metallic bonding; physical properties linked to bonding 
types; bond polarity; inter-molecular forces; shapes of simple molecules. 

3.3.1 Nomenclature; Isomerism; Reaction mechanisms 
3.3.2 Fractional distillation; Cracking; Combustion; Chlorination 
3.1.4 Enthalpy change; Calorimetry; Apply Hess’s Law; Bond enthalpies 
3.1.5 Collision theory; Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution; Effect of temperature, 
concentration and pressure on reaction rate; Catalysts 

3.3.3 Nucleophilic substitution; Elimination; Ozone depletion 
3.3.4 Addition reactions; Addition polymers  
3.1.6 Le Chatelier’s principle; Equilibrium constant 
3.1.7 Oxidation, reduction and redox equations 

Knowledge/ skills to be gained 
 

3.1.1: Understanding of atomic structure; determination of number of particles 
present in atoms; knowledge of isotopes, including and understanding of how 
time of flight mass spectrometry is used; understanding of electron configuration. 
3.1.2: Define terms relative atomic and molecular mass; carry out calculations 
using amount of substance in solids and solutions; carry out calculations using the 
ideal gas equation; use balanced equations to calculate masses, volumes of gases, 
percentage yield, atom economy. 
3.1.3: Understand how different bonds are formed and the different properties of 
substance that exist as a result; explain variations in melting and boiling points; 
deduce shapes of simple molecules from formulae. 

3.3.1 Understand and apply conventions for naming organic compounds; identify different 
types of isomerism; introduce the idea of mechanisms in organic reactions 
3.3.2 Understand how fractions are separated from crude oil; understand how alkanes can 
be modified by cracking; know the products of combustion reactions and how these affect 
the environment; understand the stages involved in free-radical substitution. 
3.1.4 Define various terms associated with energy changes in reactions; be able to 
calculate energy changes in reactions from given data; explain limitations of practical 
methods; use bond enthalpies to calculate theoretical energy changes. 
3.1.5 Explain how changing conditions changes distribution of kinetic energies and 
therefore reaction rates; understand how catalysts work. 

3.3.3 Outline nucleophilic substitution mechanisms; outline elimination mechanisms; 
understand and explain how chlorine atoms catalyse decomposition of ozone 
3.3.4 Outline addition reaction mechanisms; explain how addition polymers are formed. 
3.1.6 Use Le Chatelier’s principle to describe and explain how changing conditions changes 
the position of an equilibrium; calculate equilibrium constants and identify units. 
3.1.7 Understand oxidation, reduction and redox reactions in terms of electron transfer; 
use half equations to show redox prcesses. 

Required practicals 
Make up volumetric solutions; carry out titrations Measurement of enthalpy change 

Investigate how reaction rate changes with temperature 
 

Assessment 
Written test: 1 hour All of 3.1.1 and first section of 3.1.2 Written test: 1 hour All of 3.1.1 and 3.1.3            Written test: 1 hour All of 3.1.2 

Written test: 1 hour All of 3.1.4 
Written test: 1 hour All of 3.3.1 and 3.3.2 
Written test: 1 hour All of 3.3.1, 3.3.2, 3.3.3, 3.3.4 

Links with prior/subsequent 
learning 

KS4: C1:Atomic Structure & the Periodic table; C2:  Structure & Bonding 
C3: Quantitative chemistry  
KS5: 3.1.1 Atomic Structure and 3.1.2 Amount of substance provide basic skills, 
knowledge and understanding that are required throughout the course. 

KS4: C5 Energy changes; C6 Rates of reaction; C7 Organic chemistry 
KS5: 3.1.5 Kinetics leads to 3.1.9 Rate equations 
3.1.4 Energetics leads to 3.1.8 Thermodynamics 
The Organic units (3.3.1 to 3.3.16) are planned sequentially throughout the the course. 

KS4: C7 Organic chemistry; C4 Chemical changes; C6 Rates of reaction 
KS5: 3.1.6 Equilibria leads to 3.1.10 Equilibria and pressure 
3.1.7 Redox leads to 3.1.11 Electrochemistry 
The Organic units (3.3.1 to 3.3.16) are planned sequentially throughout the course. 

Numeracy skills 

3.1.1 Data handling and algebra; conversion between units 
3.1.2 Whole unit involves handling data and algebra; conversion between units 
3.1.3 Geometry and trigonometry 

3.3.1 and 3.3.2 Geometry and trigonometry 
3.1.4 and 3.1.5 Data handling and algebra; Graphs 

3.3.3 and 3.3.4 Geometry and trigonometry 
3.1.6 Data handling and algebra; conversion between units; graphs 

 

A LEVEL CHEMISTRY YEAR 12 Spring 2 Summer 1 Summer 2 

Topic 

3.3.5 Alcohols 
3.3.6 Analysis 
3.2 1, 2 & 3: Year 12 Inorganic Chem (combined unit) 

Revision 
Exams 
Exam review 
Practical catch up if necessary 

3.1.9 Rate equations 
3.1.10 Equilibria and pressure 
3.3.7 Optical isomers and 3.3.8 Aldehydes and ketones (combined unit) 

Learning objectives 
3.3.5 Alcohol production; Oxidation; Elimination reactions 
3.3.6 identification using test tube reactions; Mass spectroscopy; IR spectroscopy 
3.2 Periodicity; Group 2; Group 7 

 3.1.9 Rate equations; Determination of rate equations 
3.1.10 Equilibrium in gas phase 
3.3.7 Optical isomerism and 3.3.8 Aldehydes and ketones 

Knowledge/ skills to be gained 
 

3.3.5 Describe various as of producing ethanol; explain what is meant by ‘biofuel’; 
describe and explain how alcohols can be oxidised; outline mechanism for 
elimination of water from an alcohol. 
3.3.6 Identify named organic compounds; understand how mass spectrometry 
and IR spectrometry can support chemical analysis of a compound. 
3.2.1 Describe and explain periodic trends in Period 3 
3.2.2 Describe and explain periodic trends in Group 2; describe some uses of 
Group 2 compounds. 
3.2.3 Describe and explain periodic trends in Group 7; describe some uses of 
Group 7 compounds. 

 3.1.9 Determine order of reaction; carry out calculations using rate equations; use 
Arrhenius equation to calculate rate constant and activation energy 
3.1.10 Calculate equilibrium constants and identify units for gaseous systems; predict 
qualitative changes on equilibrium constant as a result of changing conditions. 
3.3.7 and 3.3.8 Describe and identify optical isomers and their effect on polarised light; be 
able to draw mirror images of relevant structures; carry out practical tests to distinguish 
between aldehydes and ketones; describe oxidation and reduction reactions linked to 
aldehydes and ketones; outline nucleophilic addition reaction between carbonyl 
compounds and KCN. 
 

Required practicals 
Test for alcohol, aldehyde, ketone, carboxylic acid 
Test for named cations and anions 

 Measure rate of reaction by initial rate method and by continuous monitoring method. 

Assessment 
Written test: 1 hour All of 3.1.5, .1.6, 3.1.7 
Written test: 1 hour All of 3.2 

Full AS exam: Two exams of 90 minutes each.  
Paper 1 = Physical and inorganic; Paper 2 = Physical and Organic. 

 

Links with prior/subsequent 
learning 

KS4: C7 Organic chemistry; C8 Chemical analysis 
KS5: The Yr 12 Inorganic links to 3.2.4 to 3.2.6 in Year 13. 
The Organic units (3.3.1 to 3.3.16) are planned sequentially throughout the 
course. 
 

 KS5:3.1.5 Kinetics; 3.1.6 Equilibria lead on to 3.1.9 and 3.1.10. 
The Organic units (3.3.1 to 3.3.16) are planned sequentially throughout the course. 
 

Numeracy skills 

3.3.5 Geometry and trigonometry 
3.3.6 Geometry and trigonometry 

 3.1.9 Data handling and algebra; Graphs 
3.1.10 Data handling and algebra 
3.3.7 and 3.3.8 Geometry and trigonometry 
 

 


